I am a resident of the state of Ohio after communicating with multiple disabled and elderly residents in my community I've decided to write this letter why I support constitutional carry the biggest reason amongst the disabled community is people live on a fixed income and can barely afford monthly bills We Believe constitutional carry should not only be for people who can afford the fees associated with it in many cases making it impossible for elderly and disabled people on fixed incomes to protect themselves and their families simply because they can't afford it ...it is definitely unconstitutional in my opinion to limit firearm concealed carry to residents who can afford to pay the fees lastly I believe having firearms in the hands of responsible gun owners like myself and many other responsible gun owners will make Ohio a safer place because criminals don't get background checks criminals don't abide by
state laws only law-abiding citizens are punished by gun laws in Ohio ....

thank you for the opportunity of letting me speak

Sincerely

John nagel